Seaside Club Presents

Crypto Hunters
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Crypto Hunters NFT:
Only 3000 NFTs Available
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We are happy to introduce you the
special reality TV show series "Crypto
Hunters"! This show combines the
digital world of cryptocurrency and
NFT’s into the real world through the
competitive reality TV series. 


The series are aimed to shape the
growing interest in decentralized
technologies by showing their real use
cases in an easy to understand
entertainment format. Crypto Hunters
will build world-wide trust and
credibility to the crypto space, blurring
the lines between a novice and a pro of
the industry.

Global reach of the show will be ensured by the professional production team.
The founder of Seaside Club is deeply involved in the production process and he
will ensure that all facets of the Club will be showcased in the right way making

a show act as a catalyst for Seaside Club brand promotion.

Crypto Hunters - a global premiere coming soon!
The series will start with a massive world wide casting campaign through social
media. Via this ambitious global marketing campaign we will engage with people
from around the globe to seek out Crypto Hunters who will become the
contestants of the series. The Crypto Hunters series intellectual property belongs
exclusively to Seaside Club. Since the pre-production stage has finished, we are
working now on showcasing it on major worldwide TV broadcasters and
streaming services (like Disney+ or Netflix).
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Crypto Hunters NFT Utility:
All Crypto Hunters NFT holders - as they stake their NFT - will attain

rewards directly connected to the % of the proceeds from the Crypto

Hunters Season One revenues. Forever
Each Crypto Hunters NFT holder who staked will receive an airdrop
in Seaside Coins once the token sale will be open.
Each holder will be able to get limited edition merch as Crypto
Hunters show goes around the world.
With Crypto Hunters NFTs you get additional opportunities in the
Learn2Earn app:
Industry news, Podcasts and Learning materials form business,
crypto, NFT and lifestyle areas!
Network with other holders and with a project team in a special
General Chat!
Complete daily quizzes earning app rating and Learn Tokens!
Attain a great prize by winning the monthly Live Quiz!
pend Learn Tokens for blue chip NFTs via Auction!

S

pend Learn Tokens for tickets to real life events!

S

Propose your business project to be funded by the Club!
pply to become a writer and earn from featuring your own
learning materials in the app!
A

The Crypto Hunters series intellectual property belongs exclusively to Seaside
Club. The IP will be further licensed to streaming and TV companies around
the globe; it will be used to create merchandise and other branded
experiences. All the proceeds from NFT sales will go directly to the series
production budget, but it will barely cover 20% of the total costs. It means that
Seaside Club could have completed the series on its own, but we want our
community to be a part of this journey.
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The Team
Such an ambitious goal can only be accomplished together with the best
people from the movie industry. And we have a team of stars working on the
show together with us.


Meet the Crypto Hunters executive production team:

Bruce Macdonald


Expert movie script writer, producer and director. Winner of the 2021 Best Human
Rights Film at the Cannes World Film Festival; Best Director of 2020 at the New
York Movie Awards, Best Art Direction in a short film at the South Film and Arts
Academy Festival 2020. Known for the production of “The Carpenter”, “Beat the
Curve”, “Samson”, currently working on “3 of a Kind” and “The Prophecy of Troy”
as the executive producer.

Samad Davis

Expert TV series & movie producer and director. Samad was an executive
producer in the Top Actor SA series and Criminal Behavior drama. He also
produced episodes for Terror Lake Drive and Kings of Jo'burg - both series are
featured on Netflix. He produced Love by Chance, Three Blind Mice, Mooz Loom;
directed Ambitions series, Three Can Play That Game movie and Love by Chance
drama movie - both movies are also featured on Netflix.
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Boomtown Productions
Crypto Hunters series is produced in partnership with Boomtown
Productions - the expert production company that has over 20 years of
production experience. This company is well known for its production
quality and dedication to projects they build. 
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